Susimaa

The Off-grid Wolfland in Northern Europe,
Finnish Lapland

Susimaa – has been founded
in 2017
by the owners Vállju and Kauni Susisydän. The
owners once lived a worldly life in big cities –
now the raise their family and work with their
wolfdogs and farm animals (Goats, Sheep,
Rabbits, Chickens, Quails) on their off-the-grid
farm in the arctic woods of Lapland, becoming
more and more self-sufficient year by year. The
family life is simple and follows GODs will.

The Green Farm – selfsustainable, responsible
Susimaa (in English “Wolfland”) is a naturefriendly, responsible, real family business –
simply already due to the fact, that the farm is
off-grid, powered by solar panels. In winter a
small generator is used for basic necessary
business related equipment (i.e. charging
phones & laptops). No snowmobiles, ATVs or big
machineries are used. No mass tourism takes
place.
Susimaa has its own well, recycles the waste of
animals and guests. Own food is generated and
stored throughout the year. On Susimaa the
circle of life takes place every day – almost no
kitchen waste is produced. The house is heated
with local wood only.
Since the family has been living here, changes
inside the house have been made to restore to its
original form, that everything is working
without electricity.
Dog houses, stables and furniture is built from
recycled old material or material out of the
own forest.

The dogs - are wolfdogs
(except for one)
All are 100% legally brought into this world by
GOD, also legally before the humans law. all the
dogs are working dogs. In summer, spring and
autumn the no.1 activity is hiking and
(kick)biking. In winter all of them pull a sled.
The dogs diet consists of natural food (meaning
no dry food) in form of real meat, bones and
vegetables, grains and fruits.
The dogs live in exceptional large enclosures
with lots of space to roam, run and play. Big
open spaces are a number one priority at Susimaa
for all animals living here, not only from an
animal welfare stand of view, but also to allow
the animals to behave as naturally as possible.
Susimaa has adopted wolfdogs, bought puppies
and has own puppies. All dogs have their forever
home at Susimaa.

Lifetime Experiences
All experiences are private & exclusively for your group only!
Susimaa is the opposite of mass tourism - All Year Around!

The Cuddly Wolf

The Truth About Wolves - A program from young to old
Hello there,
Have you ever wondered why there are teddy bears, cuddly tiger toys, plush lions and so on, but
almost no cuddly wolf toys?
A long, long time ago, when God created the earth, all the animals and the humans, He put fear of
humans into the heart of the wild animals, so that they would stay away from humans. Which they
did and still do, until today. All wild animals are shy, especially the wolf.
Back then, humans, that lived in harmony with nature, gained the trust of the wolf, so that some of
their children stayed with the humans and became what is now known - dogs - mans best companion.
At the same time, humans started to kill the wolves, to such an extent that the wolf nearly got
extinct over the whole earth. The wolf’s footprint disappeared from the surface of the earth, the
forests and the knowledge of their behavior and the benefit wolves bring for nature, other animals
and humans.
Both, wolf and man, eat the same animals: goats, chickens, deer and cows. But the greedy human
wants to eat everything on his own, chases and hunts the wolf and tells terrible stories and lies
about the animal that is the ancestor of his best friend.
Come and learn the Truth about wolves in our most child-friendly, educational program.

Included
•
•
•
•

1h educational tour
Meet Susimaa’s wolf dogs from outside their enclosures
Learn scientific proven facts about wolves and see wolf typical behavior at Susimaa’s wolf
dogs
Hear about evidenced connections between wolf killing and environmental damage and
true numbers about livestock killed by wolves and killed by environmental factors

AMONG WOLVES

Ever wanted to know how it is to life without
electricity in the woods, generating your own
food?
The Susisydän's came as foreigners to Finland,
from a modern city life to an off-grid life in the
arctic woods of Lapland.
The family has lived this off-grid life now for
years - learning everything from scratch building up the homestead and this naturefriendly, responsible tourism place.
This adventure gives you a real and honest inside
into the simple off-grid life of the family behind
Susimaa.
First you will meet & see the animals and the farm,
followed by tons of stories - hear the real deal
about this lifestyle, while sitting arround the
bonfire, enjoying a cup of tea or coffee.

Included
•
•
•
•
•

Guided 1,5 hour tour
Tons of stories
Knowledge about a life off-the-grid all
year around in an arctic climate
Bonfire and a cup of tea or coffee
Plenty of time to ask questions

Meet Taivas & the Wolves

A good way to get a first insight in the
behaviour & interaction of those stunning
animals.
After learning a little about the history of
wolfdogs you will learn the names of
Susimaa's wolfdogs
followed by the highlight - entering their
enclosures to spend quality time with them
face to face.

Included
•
•
•
•

Guided 1,5 hour tour to the
enclosures
A little education about wolfdogs /
dogs / wolves
Exclusive access to be with the
wolfdogs inside their territory
Stories about the life of the
wolfdogs in the arctic woods of
Lapland

Into The Woods...

This is the best choice for you, if you not
only want to spend time with the wolfdogs,
but also take a walk into the woods...
You will hear about the history of wolfdogs
in general and differences & characteristics
of Susimaa's wolfdogs in detail.
Inside their enclosures you will get in touch
with them, while hearing stories and see
their interaction.
Followed by the highlight - a walk into the
woods with some of the wolfdogs.

Included
•
•
•
•
•
•

A guided 2,5 hour tour around the
enclosures & into the woods
Quality time inside the enclosures
Lots of stories and inside knowledge
A good amount of time to get your
questions answered and take pictures
a cup of tea or coffee at the fireplace
A walk into the woods

A Day At Wolfland

Have you ever wondered what it's like to be eye to eye with a
wolfdog, to befriend yourself with these stunning animals
throughout an adventures day together? If this speaks to you, this
unique lifetime experience is for you!
After the first get-together and an introduction, you will follow
one of the owners to meet the wolfdogs inside their enclosures,
where you gain knowledge and start to befriend yourself with the
different individuals.
For lunch you will have Susimaa's traditional potato soup, cooked
with own grown (as long as they last) and harvested potatoes over
the bonfire (during the cold time of the year) or you grill sausages
over the bonfire (during the warm time of the year).
In the following highlight of the experience you can choose, either:
•

•

To go on a long adventure hike (with snowshoes in winter if
necessary) through the woods and swamps and see the
behaviour of some of the wolfdogs in a different
surrounding and spend more time with them during the hike.
Hiking is on of the best ways to get these beauties to know
and to be in the middle of untouched nature. You will walk
mainly cross country through swamp land, jump over ditches
– so be prepared to get wet feet. The wild doesn’t need paths…
OR
To spend additional time in the enclosures of Wolfland, if
you are not that much of an outdoor person, but want to use
the chance to spend more time with the wolfdogs, with the
focus on concentrating to take photographs of those
amazing animals. You will have plenty of time to capture the
animals from different angles and capture unforgettable
moments in pictures.

Included
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Roughly 4 hour guided
tour through the
enclosures, woods and
swampland,
including educational
background info &
history about wolfdogs,
dogs & wolves
Plenty of time with the
wolfdogs
Lots of stories
approx. 1,5h hike with
some wolfdogs
Cold/hot juice/tea/coffee
over the bonfire
Susimaa Lunch with
traditional potato soup
(during the cold time of
the year) or grilled
sausages (during the
warm time of the year)
Included are hiking belts
(all-year round) and
snowshoes (winter)

Some days are ordinary and some days are very special
and memorable – and this is one of them when you
visit. Absorb it all.
Fascinating – “We took a family of four today to meet
the wolf dogs including two children ages 10 and 12.
As a vet I was particularly interested in the difference
in the breed types from domesticated dogs of similar
breed. It was fascinating to see and understand the
bond between the owners and the dogs, and
remarkable that the bond between them is so trusting
as to allow strangers to come in to their enclosures
with them. The wolf dogs themselves are beautiful,
very Wolf like in appearance and the difference from
other dogs in their nature was apparent and was
highlighted by information from the owner. They are
clearly very well understood and cared for, part of
the family. Children and adults were all encouraged
to have contact which was very closely supervised
and guided. Not commercialized at all.

Reviews
Unbelievable – What an amazing place to
visit. I won’t tell you too much, because
that would spoil your visit. However, if
you have the opportunity to visit here, DO
IT. Go and meet these wonderful animals,
and hear from the family who decided to
live here, off grid, and set up this
sanctuary. A visit you will not forget.
The experience with the wolves and Vállju
was amazing! It is very clear Vállju and his
wife care very deeply for these beautiful
animals and wish to provide a healthy
environment for them. Walking through
the forest with them was incredible, the
scenery was stunning and Vállju was very
knowledgeable about the local fauna. The
interaction with the wolves was so
personal, just a fantastic day all around
and will definitely share this experience
with our friends back in Canada!
Unforgettable experience with open
minded and enthusiastic owners: I really
loved this day!
It was a fantastic experience, very special,
you should try it!
Amazing Wolfdogs!“ – This trip is an
amazing experience, the wolfdogs are so
well looked after… i found it very
interesting learning all about them. We
had a fantastic time.”

Your lifestyle is very inspiring.It is even more special
because you are living in such cold conditions, off
grid with a young family and of course are doing it
while caring for/living with wolfdogs.
Wolf Whisperer – This was such a special visit. These
lovely gentle people live off the grid. They are an
example to us all. Fascinating talk, interesting lunch
over a camp fire and the wolf dogs are simply
beautiful. These people are working to save the few
remaining wolves in Finland who have a bounty on
their heads.
Hiking with dogs in the fantastic natural environment
is absolutely a memorable experience. The family is
really nice, they show love and know the dogs really
well. Eating finnish soup around a wood fire is
another amazing experience. Recommend to all animal
(dog) lovers.

Susimaa
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